Capability Factsheet 6
Operational Efficiency

Rider Solutions is a specialist transport and project management consultancy based
in London operating across the UK.
Through its Managing Director John Rider who has over 17 years experience, Rider
Solutions offers an affordable solution to any organisation seeking transport policy
or project management support.
Ranging from short one-off projects to extended secondments, each assignment will
be handled with the professionalism and integrity you would expect.

THE SERVICES WE OFFER
 Reviewing operational efficiency within a team or division in order to assess the
potential efficiency saving through better cross-departmental working and better
ways of working
 Review of current activities resulting in time/resource savings
 Mentoring and professional development support to professional bodies (CILT,
CIHT, ICE, RTPI) offering guidance and advice to young professionals working
towards Chartership

THE EXPERIENCE WE BRING
 Over 17 years experience in the transport and logistics industry including: Central
Government; Local Government; Consultancy and Industry
 A track record of success in organisational change and refocusing team goals to
align with corporate/strategic objectives
 Good knowledge of local government processes, particularly engaging with local
politicians and elected members
 Excellent analytical skills with experience extracting, disseminating and
presenting critical information and data to a non-technical audience
 A strong network of industry wide contacts
 Sound professional judgement allied with a broad base of experience from which
to develop practical, workable solutions
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OUR APPROACH TO DELIVERY
Flexibility
Rider Solutions recognises that each assignment is totally unique and offers
complete flexibility in its approach to project delivery. Our service can be acquired
through a range of alternative methods
 For a designated problem period or to provide short term support for a particular
issue (e.g. to support a forthcoming funding bid or to help prepare a response to a
Government policy document)
 As a secondment to cover short term absenteeism, maternity cover or a
particularly busy period
 As a one-off contract to undertake a specific piece of work
 On a retainer for a specific number of hours per month. Given the breadth of our
experience this may be of value to clients with limited resources and a range of
issues/projects they wish to progress
Coaching/Mentoring style
Through a collaborative approach to delivery, as well as providing a high quality
professional service, a further benefit of working with Rider Solutions will be a
noticeable uplift in performance across your wider team. By challenging and
questioning team members, skills and knowledge are transferred far more effectively
through your organisation, leaving you in a far better position to cope with future
challenges.
For more information on any of our services or to discuss any specific
projects please do not hesitate to contact John Rider our Managing Director at
Email
Mobile
Website

support@rider-solutions.co.uk
07503 152 114
www.rider-solutions.co.uk

